**POP MASS**

- Holy Lord -

**Fassung gemischter Chor SATB**

\[ \text{Tempo} = 100 \]

**SOPRAN**

\[ \text{C} \quad \text{Bb}^7 \quad \text{C} \]

**Alt**

\[ \text{C} \quad \text{Bb}^7 \quad \text{C} \]

**Tenor**

\[ \text{C} \quad \text{Bb}^7 \quad \text{C} \]

**Bass**

\[ \text{C} \quad \text{Bb}^7 \quad \text{C} \]

**Chord Progression**

\[ \text{C} \quad \text{Bb}^7 \quad \text{C} \quad \text{Bb(add9)} \quad \text{G} \quad \text{F/G} \quad \text{C} \]

**Text**

**Verse 1**

- Lord of power and might oh, Holy,

- Lord of power and might powr and might

- Lord of power and might powr and might oh Holy,

- oh holy Lord powr and might powr and might

**Verse 2**

- holy, holy Lord heaven and earth are full of your glory

- holy, holy Lord heaven and earth are full of your glory

- holy, holy Lord heaven and earth are full of your glory

- holy, holy Lord heaven and earth are full of your glory

**Additional Information**

Kopierlizenz einmalig je Chor € 5.- auf Konto Michael Schmoll, Märkische Bank eG

IBAN DE26 4506 0009 0102 6333 01 BIC GENODEM1HGN

In der Lizenzgebühr sind die Klavier-und Bandstimmen enthalten
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